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Overview

•Historic overview

•Analysis model evolution in the pre-data era

•Analysis model in LHC’s Run 1

•What we did well, and where we fell short

•Ideas for improvements

•The things being discussed at the moment for LS1
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Analysis Model History
•CBNT(AA)

•At the time that I joined ATLAS (2004), this was the only 
data format for analyzers coming out of reconstruction

•A “flat ntuple”, holding primitives and arrays of primitives
• Technically it was possible to save any sort of object into the 

TTree, but only simple types were used in practice

•Was a maintenance nightmare
• Different blocks of the ntuple were written by completely 

independent algorithms
• No uniform way of configuring the ntuple writing algorithms

•CBNTAA (Athena Aware) was introduced later on to make it 
possible to navigate back to AOD/ESD events from the 
ntuples
• A feature that was used in a very limited way...
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Analysis Model History

•After the data (analysis) challenge in 2005, it 
became clear that CBNTs could not be the main 
analysis format of the future

•The AOD file format got defined/finalized shortly 
afterwards

•A set of smart EDM classes saved into a POOL 
ROOT file

•Has been our main analysis file format ever since

•In theory at least...
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AOD Schema Evolution
•Quickly became obvious that we had to do something fancy 

to be able to change our AOD classes, but still be able to 
read back old files
• At this time (~2006) ROOT didn’t provide a solution that would’ve 

been good enough for our use case

•-> Transient/Persistent separation
• ATLAS EDM classes are never written directly into a ROOT file, they 

are first translated by the offline framework
• Electron -> Electron_p5

• The framework has converters for reading all the old classes
• Electron_p3 -> Electron

• Gave us tremendous flexibility in our schema evolution
• Provides quite good performance (low overhead)
• Not thinking about getting rid of it...
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AOD Schema Evolution
•The T/P separation, while very powerful, needs our 

full offline software to function
•There is a “light weight” version called AthenaRootAccess, 

but it never really caught on, mostly for good reason...

•As was shown yesterday, most ATLAS users have 
problems with using our offline software for analysis
•Reading a POOL file in Athena can’t realistically work 

quicker than ~2-300 Hz at the moment -> Much too slow 
for analysis (Realistic speeds are O(10 Hz).)

•In order to fill a single histogram, the user needs to 
understand a lot about our software
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Preparing For Data
•ATLAS management also realized these problems in 2008, 

shortly before we were supposed to receive the first LHC 
data
• The analysis model developed at that time is still very close to what 

we’re doing at the moment

•The analysis model was extended with the concept of 
Derived Physics Data (DPD)
• All analyzers always starting their analysis from AOD files was clearly 

not maintainable...
• The new model described a number of different formats:

• D1PD, D2PD: POOL files created from AODs centrally, and on the 
group level. Naming convention actually changed since then.

• D3PD: A “flat ntuple” that was supposed to be the last step in the 
offline data processing chain. Now just known as D3PD, with only 
few people knowing where the name came from...
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The D3PD Era
•After some turmoil, a new system was designed in Athena for 

making D3PD ntuples
• Previous ntuple making frameworks had to be killed first...

•As the design of it went to a very good of our software 
experts, it became very successful
• The structure of the code making the ntuples was fixed to follow 

certain conventions
• The configuration of D3PD making jobs was designed in a user 

friendly way -> Composing what should end up in the ntuple became 
very easy

•Even so, the configuration of the ntuple making jobs became 
complicated enough that individual users couldn’t cope one 
by one anymore
• Larger and larger groups started producing D3PD files
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The Current Model
•Most analyzers never see a POOL file during their study

•Every physics group either produces a D3PD file format 
centrally, or uses the datasets produced by another group
• A whole organizational structure had to be put in place to overlook 

the central production of the D3PD files/datasets

•D3PD files receive only the corrections that absolutely have 
to be applied on AOD files
• Every other correction/calibration is applied in the analysis step, 

starting from the D3PD data

• Even so, a lot of CPU is used for just writing “proper” D3PD files

•The files contain “just enough” metadata for physics 
analysis, but this is not done in a coherent manner
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The Good
•D3PD files are absolutely native,

simple ROOT ntuples
• Contain primitive and vector of

primitive branches like:

•Absolutely basic ROOT access patterns can be used to 
process them

•Can be processed very efficiently
• 1 kHz per thread is easily doable in a full-blown analysis as long as 

I/O is not an issue (which is rarely the case unfortunately...)

• When I/O is limited, have to be smart to achieve this speed
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 int el_n;
 std::vector< float >* el_eta;
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The Bad
•Central ntuple production is

still only loosely coordinated
• The group coordinating the

grid production is great, but
can’t keep an eye on every
physics group’s job configuration

• Validation not done as rigorously
as for the output of our
reconstruction...

•In the Moriond productions the average D3PD making job 
took 3-6 seconds per event
• Many reasons for this, but none of them simple to fix...

•Physics D3PD datasets use a huge amount of disk space
• Standard Model uses ~2.5 PB with just such ntuples
• Computing model not designed to be able to handle this...
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The Ugly
•Simple ntuple files -> No real

analysis EDM
•It’s a wild west out there

with the various analysis
codes...

•With no EDM to rely on, all
helper codes have to operate
on very simple data types
•Electron identification code can’t receive an electron 

object as input, but has to receive O(15) primitive 
variables

•Analysis codes require a terrible amount of cross checks
12
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Package Management
•Our offline software’s package management system (CMT) is 

not too convenient for managing analysis packages
• Much of it is because users don’t want to learn yet another 

“configuration language”

•For a while every analysis package used its own private 
Makefile-s
• Was a huge mess, especially because some of the Makefile-s were 

very poorly written

•-> The ATLAS PAT group developed a very lightweight 
package management system, RootCore
• A set of scripts for checking out and discovering “package 

directories”
• A properly constructed Makefile skeleton -> Package Makefile-s 

include the skeleton after defining a few variables
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Not sure yet exactly how, but ROOT’s 
CMake capabilities could be interesting 

in standardizing how user code compiles 
and links to ROOT...
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D3PDReader
•Now, that the D3PD making was tightly controlled, we 

realized that most analyzers were reading D3PD files very 
inefficiently
• Most people just use a class generated by TTree::MakeClass(...) 

-> Extremely inefficient for our D3PD files

•Created our own code generator instead, tailor made for 
ATLAS D3PD files
• In every such ROOT file we save metadata describing the format and 

grouping of the TTree branches
• Very similar to TBranchProxy, but with a few custom tweaks
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 Long64_t entry = 0;
 D3PDReader::ElectronD3PDObject el( “el_”, entry );
 el.ReadFrom( t );
 for( entry = 0; entry < t->GetEntries(); ++entry ) {
    for( size_t i = 0; i < static_cast< size_t >( el.n() ); ++i )
       std::cout << el[ i ].eta() << std::endl;
 }
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Gaining in popularity, so will have to 
evangelize as our analysis EDM in the 

short term...
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EventLoop
•ATLAS PAT now even provides an “analysis 

framework”

•Provides a way of writing configurable “algorithms” 
similar to how Gaudi/Athena organizes data 
processing code

•Makes it easy to run this code locally on a single 
CPU, using PROOF(-Lite), or on a number of batch 
systems
•The last part was added in response to requests from the 

ATLAS Grid team, to make the analysis jobs more 
managed

•But I’m not so sure about this design actually...
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Future Analysis Files
•We know that the current analysis model will not 

scale for Run 2

•Many ideas on the table at the moment about its 
possible updates

•One likely scenario would merge our current AOD 
and D3PD files/technologies
•Huge challenge to try to keep the good properties of the 

two formats in a single file type

•Some of the things seen this week were very 
instructive on what will be possible with ROOT 6...
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Summary
•Most ATLAS users analyze data from vanilla ROOT

•The best we can do is to give them user friendly, 
performant tools

•ATLAS PAT even provides an “analysis framework”, but it’s 
not mandatory to use

•Coming up with a “more complicated” analysis model 
is a very delicate thing
•Have to balance between making the code better for 

development and maintenance, and making it simple 
enough that users would adopt it

•Still, giving it another go these days...
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Bonus
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Various Surveys
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Edit form - [ Evaluation of the ATLAS Software Tutorial June 2012 ] - Google Docs
Rate	
�    your	
�    level	
�    of	
�    familiarity	
�    with	
�    C++

Unfamiliar Expert

Rate	
�    your	
�    level	
�    of	
�    familiarity	
�    with	
�    Python

Unfamiliar Expert

Rate	
�    your	
�    level	
�    of	
�    familiarity	
�    with	
�    ROOT

Unfamiliar Expert

Rate	
�    your	
�    desire	
�    to	
�    learn	
�    more	
�    about	
�    ROOT

I	
�    don't	
�    want	
�    or	
�    need	
�    toI	
�    would	
�    love	
�    to
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